Waterways of Russia
August 27 - September 6, 2022

This special Russian Waterways cruise offers a unique opportunity to explore Russia’s two great cities, Moscow and St. Petersburg, and to
discover its lovely countryside, amazing architecture and rich cultural heritage.
Our floating hotel will allow us to unpack just once, stay in the heart of each of these historic cities and pass through the canals, lakes and
rivers that connect them.
Experience the best Russia has to offer such as; fairy tale castles, vodka, caviar, Tolstoy and centuries past on this unique voyage. Disembark
for fascinating shore excursions and guided tours of historic Uglich, Yaroslavl, Goritsy and Kizhi. We’ll visit small Russian villages, ancient
monasteries, historic sites and cruise across the two largest lakes in Europe.
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See the majestic Kremlin, Red Square, Lenin’s tomb, Saint Basil’s Cathedral, Cyrilo-Belozersky Monastery, Nevsky Prospect, Hermitage
Museum, Winter Palace, St. Isaac Cathedral and more!

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY
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Why travel to
Russia with us?

Interior of Winter Palace

Exploring Russia’s two great cities, Moscow and St. Petersburg
Majestic Kremlin, Red Square, Lenin’s tomb, Saint Basil’s Cathedral
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Small Russian villages, ancient monasteries
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Fairy tale castles, vodka, caviar and Tolstoy
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TOUR HOST
Lori Dalton is an enthusiastic leader, personal life coach and gifted speaker and she has a desire
to help others live their lives to the fullest. Lori believes that traveling is one of the best learning
opportunities that one can have. She is a well traveled individual and as a tour leader with WTN she
uses her excellent people skills to ensure everyone is enjoying, learning and growing while on tour with
her. Lori’s exceptional leadership and communications skills, positive attitude and joie de vive make
every journey with her fun filled and stress free. Lori enjoys new experiences and friendships and we
guarantee she will make you feel welcome and ensure that you are having the time of your life.
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Daily Itinerary
Saturday, Aug. 27: Arrive in St. Petersburg
On arrival a group transfer has been arranged to the MS Nikolay
Chernyshevsky. (Separate individual transfers can be arranged,
at an additional cost, as required.) This evening, there will be an
information briefing on board. Enjoy your first evening aboard
with dinner followed by live music at the bar.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Dinner
Savior on the
Spilled Blood

Monday, Aug. 29: St. Petersburg, evening sail
to Mandrogui
Day at leisure.
Optional excursions/activities that can be arranged once on
board include:
• Visit the Grand Palace and lower Park at Petrodvorets,
famous for the magnificent fountains and impressive
views of the Gulf of Finland
• Visit the Grand Cascade with the Samson Fountain,
Greenhouse, and Roman Fountains
• Visit the Chessboard Hill Cascade, Trick Fountains,
the Monplaisir palace and you can enjoy fabulous
view of the Gulf of Finland.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Sunday, Aug. 28: St. Petersburg
After breakfast on board, prepare to explore the wonderful city of St
Petersburg on a panoramic city tour. We will travel by coach and take
in some of the famous sights (no entrances) including the Exchange,
Palace Square, the magnificent Winter Palace, St. Isaac’s Cathedral,
Cathedral of the Saviour on the Spilled Blood and Nevsky Prospekt,
the city’s main thoroughfare. We will also explore the Peter and Paul
fortress and, after lunch ashore, visit the world- renowned Hermitage
Museum. This is part of the Winter Palace complex and the art in the
Hermitage represents, for the most part, the former imperial collection
of the tsars, which began some 300 years ago when Peter the Great
began acquiring pictures and artefacts. It was hugely augmented in the
late 18th century by Catherine the Great who bought many of the key
Renaissance paintings. It is believed to be one of the biggest museums
in the world with a collection of over 2.7 million items.Later enjoy
dinner on board.
Optional excursions/activities that can be arranged once on
board include:
• A Ballet performance
• Rivers & Canals tour
• Folk Show
• St. Petersburg by Night

Tuesday, Aug. 30: Mandrogui
After breakfast on board we will visit the historical village of
Mandrogui, located to the north of St. Petersburg on the shores
of the River Svir. The village is a representation of traditional
Russian life with wooden buildings, a vodka museum and a
craft centre. We will have free time in the village and enjoy a
traditionally Russian lunch of shashlik (barbequed kebabs),
before returning to our ship and have the afternoon at leisure.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Wednesday, Aug. 31: Kizhi
Today we will disembark to visit the Island of Kizhi located in
Lake Onega. The island has been made famous by its collection
of wooden churches. The centerpiece is the 22 domed Church
of the Transfiguration, built completely without the use of nails.
The Island has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage site
and is the highlight of any Russian river cruise. We will return
to our ship and set sail before lunch.
Optional excursions/activities that can be arranged once on
board include:
• Mysteries of Restoration
• A Master Class of Painting Russian doll Matryoshka
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
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Kirillo-Belozersky
Monastery

Thursday, Sept. 1: Goritsy
Our excursion today takes us to Goritsy, a tiny village settlement
on the edge of White Lake. The main attractions in Goritsy are
the Kirillo-Belozersky Monastery and the Goritsy Nunnery. The
Monastery was founded in 1397 and is an impressive ensemble
of priories, churches and historical references. The Goritsy Nunnery
is much smaller than the Monastery and was founded later in
1544. We will return to our ship before setting sail for Yaroslavl.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Friday, Sept. 2: Yaroslavl
We will have a leisurely morning and after lunch on board
disembark for an excursion to the ancient city of Yaroslavl, founded
in 1010 by Yaroslav Mudri (Yaroslav the Wise). Enjoy a visit to the Art
Museum, situated in the former Governor’s House, as well as visiting
the main sights of the city on a panoramic bus tour. There will be
time to visit the Church of St Nicholas the Wonderworker, built in
1620 and to have some free time exploring the local markets. Return
to our ship before setting sail and enjoying dinner as we cruise.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
Saturday, Sept. 3: Uglich
Today we will visit the town of Uglich, on the Volga River, dating
back to 1148. The town’s historical significance is due to the
suspicious death of Dmitry Ivanov, son of Ivan the Terrible. Dmitry
was exiled to Uglich after his father’s death in 1584 but was found
dead, in questionable circumstances, seven years later. The Church
of St. Dmitry on the Blood, built in his memory, appears on the
horizon as the ship sails towards the town and is one of the great
sights to be seen in Uglich. The visit also includes a walking tour
of the town, a visit to the territory, once the location of the former
Kremlin and the Transfiguration cathedral. Lunch will be on board
followed by afternoon activities which may include a lesson on
Russian traditional crafts. In the evening, we can relax as we
enjoy dinner.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Sunday, Sept. 4: Moscow
After breakfast on board, there will be a film about the cruise
and a Q and A session with the crew. Later after lunch we
depart on a tour of the capital city of Russia. On this panoramic
city tour of Moscow (no entrances), we will take in some of
the iconic sights, such as Red Square with St. Basil’s cathedral
and the famous red brick walls of the Kremlin. The tour will
also pass by Novodevichy Convent and a stop at Sparrow Hills
to allow panoramic views over Moscow. Return to the ship for
dinner. A special highlight this evening is our Moscow By Night
Tour (9:00 pm to approx. midnight): With all its illumination,
parks and monuments, Moscow by night is a splendid view to
see. Our excursion is a door into the world of mysteries and
adventures. We will see a different side of the city as we explore
the Red Square, lively Tverskaya Street with its numerous shops,
cafes, bars and restaurants and Victory Park – a huge parkmemorial to the Russian glorious victory in the war against the
Nazi Germany, decorated with the endless chain of fountains,
which are colored at night in bright red. Enjoy a picturesque
view of the city with its peacefully twinkling lights, from an
observation platform at Sparrow Hills, an area where one of the
seven so-called Stalin sky-scrapers or (wedding cakes) is located
and houses the prestigious Moscow State University named
after Lomonosov.
During our visit to Moscow subway, we will marvel at the
stations that have often been called the people’s palaces.
They feature elegant designs with lavish use of marble,
mosaics, sculptures and chandeliers. Built during Stalin’s
rule, these stations were supposed to display the best of
Soviet architecture and design and showcase the privileged
lifestyle of the city.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Transfiguration Cathedral, Uglich
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Monday, Sept. 5: Moscow
This morning we will explore within the Kremlin walls to see the
former residence of the Russian Tsars, discover the huge Tsar’s
Cannon and Bell and visit one of the magnificent cathedrals
housed within Cathedral Square. Return to the ship for lunch.

Tuesday, Sept. 6: Depart Moscow
After breakfast we will disembark and there will be a group
transfer to the airport for our flight home. (Separate individual
transfers can be arranged, at an additional cost, as required.)
Meals: Breakfast

Optional Excursions/activities that can be arranged on board
include:
• The Armory Chamber
• Cathedral of the Christ the Savior with observation decks
• New Maidens’ convent + Cemetery
• National folk show “Kostroma

Note: The accommodation and itinerary are subject to change due
to logistical arrangements and to take advantage of local events.

Tonight we will have time to reflect on our adventures during
our farewell dinner.
Overnight: On Board
Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Okroshka, a cold soup

Medovik, a layered honey cake

Beef Stroganoff
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Winter Palace

Tour Details
Tour Cost (per person):
Middle Deck: Approx. C$6195, Based on 12 – 15 participants
Middle Deck: Approx. C$5995, Based on 16 – 18 participants
Boat Deck: C$250 upgrade
Includes Taxes and Gratuities of C$250

Single Supplement:
Approx. C$375 in addition to cabin costs noted above.
If you are travelling on your own and would like to share
accommodation, we would be happy to try to match you with
a suitable roommate. If we are unable to do so the single cost
applies and will be collected with final payment.

Group Size: Our group will be onboard a 218-passenger ship.
What’s Included:
• One group arrival transfer on first day and one group departure
transfer on the last day
• Accommodations based on twin occupancy in selected cabin
onboard the MS Nikolay Chernyshevsky
• Meals as indicated in the itinerary (includes water on table,
tea/coffee)
• Welcome & Farewell dinner includes 1 glass of wine per person
• Daily sightseeing program (will be with other passengers
onboard)
• Entrance fees to Peter & Paul Fortress, Hermitage Museum,
Intercession Cathedral on Kizhi Island, Monastery of St. Cyril
on the White Lake & Museum of Icons in Goritsy, Church of
St. Nicholas the Wonderworker & Governor’s House in Yaroslavl,
Dmitry on the Blood Church & Transfiguration Cathedral in
Uglich, Kremlin Territory with a visit to one of the Kremlin’s
Cathedrals in Moscow
• English-speaking guide assistance
• Visa support letter
• Taxes and Gratuities onboard as noted above
• Fully escorted by your Women’s Travel Network host

Not Included:
• Roundtrip airfare from your home
• Airport transfers when not arriving and departing as per
the group schedule
• Optional excursions/activities
• Entrance fees other than those listed under included
• Meals other than those mentioned above
• Beverages with meals
• Visa fee
• Travel insurance
• Items of a personal nature
• Fuel surcharges, if applicable
• Additional arrangements required due to any emergency
or other situation
• Any item not mentioned in “included features” above
Payment Details:
A non-refundable deposit of C$500 per person is
required to reserve a space on this tour. A second deposit
of C$1000 is required at six months prior. Final payment
is due 90 days prior.
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What to Expect
Joining Instructions
August 27
This tour begins with one included group arrival transfer from the
		
St. Petersburg Airport to the ship (based on group flight schedule).
		
*Separate individual transfers can be arranged, at an additional cost,
		
as required.
September 6
This tour concludes with one included group departure transfer from
		
the ship to the airport in Moscow (based on group flight schedule).
		
*Separate individual transfers can be arranged, at an additional cost,
		
as required.
International Flights
*Roundtrip international flights are not included in the cost of your tour and must be
arranged separately. Please check with us first to ensure the trip has been
confirmed before booking any flights and to verify the timing of these
group transfers to ensure your flight schedule fits our program. When you
book a pre or post trip night with Worldwide Quest, your airport transfer will be included.
If you are making your own pre or post trip arrangements, these transfers can be provided
at an additional cost.
Level of Activity: Easy to Moderate
This trip is suitable for anyone in good health and you should be able to walk unassisted
for up to two hours at a time.
Transportation
Excursion while on board will be part of a larger group.
Weather
We expect average temperatures ranging from a daytime high 21°C to night time low of 14°C.
Travel Documents
Please ensure your passport is valid for at least 6 months beyond your scheduled return
home. You will require a Russia Visa for this trip. Complete instructions to be advised
at 90 days prior to departure and we will assist with providing the necessary visa
support document.
Accommodation
The MS Nikolay Chernyshevsky was built in Germany in 1981 and completely refurbished in
2018. It is a four deck vessel that can accommodate up to 218 passengers. All cabins have a
window and are equipped with private facilities, wardrobe, air-conditioning, hair-dryer and
220 volt sockets.
See next page for photos.

Peter & Paul
Fortress
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MS Nikolay Chernyshevsky

Lounge

Dining

Interior

Upper Deck

Sauna

Interior
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Additional Info
Extend your Stay
If you are interested in exploring more of this region, we would be happy to design a
personalized extension for you either before or after this tour. Please let us suggest some
options, based on your time available, budget and interests.
Terms and Conditions
For additional information about our terms and conditions, please refer to your booking
form, the current brochure or our website. All participants booking with Worldwide Quest
are covered by the terms of the Ontario Travel Industry Act (Worldwide Quest International,
Ontario - License # 2667946).
Cancellation Policy
All payments are non-refundable, however you may transfer your initial deposit
for any land tour to another tour 90 days or more prior to your scheduled departure date.
Initial deposits for cruises are non-refundable and non-transferable. Your second payment
and your final payment are non-refundable and non-transferable. If you cancel within 90
days prior to trip departure, all associated trip costs are non-refundable. The tour price is
quoted as a package. No partial refunds or credits will be given for services not used. In the
event of a cancellation, you must notify Worldwide Quest immediately and in writing.
Travel Insurance
We urge you to ensure that you have adequate cancellation and medical insurance in place,
should an unexpected event cause you to cancel or interrupt your trip or should the tour not
be operable per our terms and conditions. We will offer you Manulife insurance coverage.
Medical insurance including emergency medical evacuation coverage is mandatory on all
our tours.
Womens Travel Network Reward Program
We’d like to make sure that you know about the WTN Reward Program.
Bring a friend on their first WTN tour and you receive $100 off your trip.
PLUS: Travel twice with Worldwide Quest and you become a member
of the Worldwide Explorers Club. Earn 5% off all your subsequent,
catalogue-advertized group tours. The bonus is non-transferable and
cannot be used in conjunction with any other discount or credit. Note
that some exceptions may apply.

How to Book
Please contact the Worldwide Quest office for more information and to secure your booking.
1-800-387-1483 | 416-633-5666 | travel@worldwidequest.com

TICO #2667946
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Moroccan dessert
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The Womens Travel Network was founded by Debbie Ross, who provides the inspiration for women
only small group trips as well as some mixed company trips. The Womens Travel Network is affiliated
with Worldwide Quest, a TICO Travel Agency, that provides all of the trip logistics, trip designs and
details, and also looks after the entire booking process and client care before, during, and after
your travels.
Bringing women together on great travel adventures since 1990. Our tours are expertly designed by women, for women.
Whether you’re joining us on your own or with a friend, a sister or a mother you will enjoy the camaraderie and security of being with a
great group of women, who explore, discover and experience the world. Friendships that develop on our trips last for years…

What makes our women’s tours so special?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expertly designed by women for women, single or married
Dedicated escort from Canada PLUS local tour guides
4 – 5 star accommodations in the heart of the destination
Small groups of 10 – 16 women per tour
Women-oriented experiences
Full program of activities balanced with down time
Roommate match program for the solo traveller
Repeat guest reward
Inclusive of all activities and entrance fees

“The world is such an 		
incredible place, so
step out of the ordinary
into extraordinary 			
on the journey of
your dreams.”
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